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1. Introduction. The paper is concerned with a nonlinear system consisting of

Maxwell's equations

edtE = curl H — dtP - j, /AH = - curl E, (1.1)

on (0, oo) x fl coupled with the equation

d?P + 0dtP + VPV(x, P) = 7E (1.2)

on (0, oo) x G. Here C R3 denotes the spatial domain and G C O is an open subset.

The unknown functions are the electric and magnetic fields E, H, which depend on

the time t > 0 and the space-variable x G 12, arid the dielectric polarization P defined on

M+ x G. In 1.1, the function P is the extension of P on R+ x V. defined by zero on the

set R+ x (fl\G). This system, which describes the propagation of electromagnetic waves

in a dielectric medium occupying the set G, is supplemented by the initial boundary

conditions

nAE = 0on (O.oo) xl\ and n A H = 0 on (0, oo) x T2 (1.3)

E(0, x) = E0(x). H(0, x) = H0(x) (1.4)

and

P(0, x) = P(1(a:), <9#P(0, x) = Pi(x) oil G. (1-5)

Here Ti c Oft is the perfectly conducting part of the boundary and F2 c= d£l \ Fi. Also

the whole space case = R3 without boundary condition 1.3 is considered.

The potential energy function V : G x R3 —> [0, 00) provides a generally nonlinear

restoring force in the ordinary differential equation governing P. As in [6], the coeffi-

cients (3 > 0 and 7 > 0 may depend on the space variable x G G. They take into account

the possibly variable mass, dipole moment, and density of the oscillating charged par-

ticles. Furthermore, £,// € L°°(R3) denote the dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities

respectively, which are assumed to be uniformly positive matrix-valued functions. An
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external current j G ^((O, oo), L2(il)) is included also. The physical background of this

system is described, for example, in [1], [11], and [13]. This system is also closely re-

lated to the Debye polarization model for microwaves involving the first order differential

equation dtP + a(T)P = (3(T)E instead of 1.2, [10].

The main topic of this paper is a quasistationary limit, which is of interest if the size

of the domain is very small compared with the wave length.

For this purpose, consider a family of domains f20 = {ay : y £ i~l} and Ga = {ay '■ y G

G} c ja(t,x) =' j(i,Q_1x) and coefficients ea(x) '= e(a~1x), jua(x) =f p(a~lx) for

x G Oa. Now, let (Eq, Hq), defined on [0, oo) x ila, and PQ defined on [0, oo) x GQ, satisfy

1.1 with j, e, and /x replaced by jQ, eQ, and /iQ, respectively. Then ea(t,y) = E<^§£, ay),

ha(t,y) =f Ha(t,ay), defined on [0, oo) x fl, and pa(t,y) =f Pa(t, ay), defined on

[0, oo) x G, satisfy

£dtea = a-1 curl h„ — j — dtpa, /i<9/h„ = —a-1 curl ea on [0, oo) x f2. (1.6)

The main objective of this paper is the investigation of the limit a —> 0, which corresponds

to the case of a very small partial domain. Since 1.2 does not contain derivatives with

respect to the space variables, this equation is invariant under the above scaling. It will

be shown in Sec. 4 that (ea, ha, p„) converge for a —» 0 to functions (E. H, P) satisfying

the equations from electrostatics, i.e.,

nt

eE0 + P0curl E = 0 and div [eE(t) + P(f)] = p(t) d= div / j{s)ds
Jo

on (0, oo) x il. where the charge density p is determined by the prescribed initial data

Eo, Po and the external current j. Furthermore, a rate for this convergence will be given

for the case where is an exterior domain. Finally, in Sec. 5, the asymptotic behavior

is investigated. It is shown that the solution to the limit problem decays for t —» oo in

the case of vanishing space charge.

In [7], a similar limit is carried out for the Landau-Lifschitz equations coupled with

Maxwell's equations

edtE= curl H-j, fidtH = - curl E - /idtM, (1.7)

on R+ x R3 coupled with the equation

dfM = F(x,M)-H + a(x,M) (1.8)

on R+ x G. Here G C IR3 is an open set. In 1.7, the function M denotes again the

extension of M on K+ x R3 defined by zero on the set R+ x (R3 \ G). This system, which

describes the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a ferromagnetic medium occupy-

ing the set G, is supplemented by the initial-boundary conditions 1.4 and M(0, x) =

Mo(x) on G. Here the initial state for the magnetic induction B0 =f /i(H0 + M0) is

assumed to be divergence free.

The term a(x, M) takes into account a possible anisotropy of the medium. A physically

relevant example for F is F(x, m)h = 7111 A h + am A (m A h) with a > 0 including

a damping term am A (111 Ah). Equation 1.8 provides a uniform L°° bound for the

magnetization M, which does not hold for the polarization field governed by 1.2.
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In the quasistationary limit for 1.7, 1.2 one obtains, if the external current j is diver-

gence free, the equation

curl H = j and div (//[H + M]) = 0 on R+ x K3

for the magnetostatic field.

2. Basic definitions, assumptions, and statement of main results. Let f2 C R3

be an arbitrary spatial domain, Ti C 2, T-2 =f dfl \ Tj, and G C a non-empty open

subset. Throughout this paper the following assumptions are imposed on the potential

energy function V : G x R3 -> [0,oo). First V(-,y) G L°°(G) for all y G R3, V(x, ■) G

C2(R3,R),

V(a:-,0) = 0 and (Vpy)(x,0) = 0 for all x G G. (2.1)

It is assumed that (VpV) is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to y, i.e., there exists some

I/o £ (0, oo), such that

|(VpV)(a;, y) - (VPV)(x, z)\ < L0\y - z\ for all x eG,y,z G R3. (2.2)

The dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities e,/iG L°°(R3) are assumed to be uniformly

positive functions; that means

e(x),/i(x) > ao on R3 with some ao > 0. (2.3)

Let (3 G L°°{G) be a uniformly positive and 7 G L°°(G) be a positive, but not necessarily

uniformly positive, function 011 G. Let

Q d= {f : G -> R3 with 7~1/2f G L2{G)}

be the weighted L2(G)-space for the polarization field endowed with the scalar product

(f'g)a d= [ -y~1(x)f{x)g(x)dx.
Jg

Note that r)~1V(x, f) G LX(G) and (\7yV)(x,i) G Q for all f G Q by 2.1 and 2.2.

The first three and the last three components of a vector u G C6 are denoted by

ux G C3 and u2 G C3, respectively. Next, some function spaces are introduced. For

an arbitrary open set K C R3, the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with

compact support contained in K is denoted by Cq°(K). Let HCUIi(K) be defined as

the space of all E G L2(K,C3) with curl E G L2(K) . Let Wh denote the closure of

C£°(R3 \ r2,C3) in Hcuri(fl), where -ffCuri(^) is the space of all E G L2(f2,C3) with

curl E G L2(J1) in the sense of distributions.

Next, We is defined as the set of all E G HCUIi(f2), such that

/(J n
(E curl F - F curl E)dx = 0 for all F G WH,

which includes a weak formulation of the boundary condition n A E = 0 on Ti; see [5],

[6],
Now, let D(B) d= WE x Wh and

B{E, H) =f (e_1curl H, -/z"1 curl E) for (E, H) G D(B).
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Then B is a densely defined skew adjoint operator in the Hilbert-space A"'''' L2(fi,C6)

endowed with the weighted scalar-product

((E,H),(F,G))y '= / (eE ■ F + 11H ■ G) dx.
Jtt

In what follows, We,q W//,o denote tlie spaces of all f G We and g G IV H with

curl f = curl g = 0, respectively. Let YE denote the spaces of all A G L2(i},C3) with

j sA ■ fdx = 0 for all f G We,b, (2.4)
■In

in particular div( A) — 0 on 0, since V(p G We.o for all f G Cq°(£1).

Let Xq be the kernel of B. i.e.,

X0 =f {(f. g) G D(B) : B(i. g) = 0} = WE,| x Wh,0. (2.5)

Let Q denote the orthogonal projector on A',, = (ker B) = ran B. Note that 1 — Q is

of the form

(1 - Q)(f, g) = ((1 - Qe)f. (1 - Qh)g) for (f, g) G X, (2.6)

where 1 — Qe and 1 — Qh are the orthogonal projectors on We,o and Wh,o with respect

to the weighted scalar products

(E. F)£ c= f sE ■ Fdx and (G, H) =f [ //G • Hdx,
■hi Jn

respectively. In particular

ran (1 - QE) = WE,o and ran QE = YE. (2.7)

This means that QE is the orthogonal projector on YEl which is the orthogonal comple-

ment of WE,o with respect to (•, -)£.

Let Wl*0'c(l0, oc), Y) denote for a Banach-space Y the space of all functions defined on

(). oc) with values in Y, whose derivatives up to order k belong to Lp{(0,T),Y) for all

7 > 0.

The assumptions on the initial data E0, H0. P(). P ,. and j are

j G L\(0,oo),L2(n)), (E0.H„) G X P0 G Q, and Pj G Q. (2.8)

The main result of this paper is:

Theorem 2.1. Assume 2.1-2.3 and 2.8. Let (EQ,H„.PQ) he the solution to the equa-

tions

ec^Ea = a"1 curl HQ — j — <9/P,v. (idtH0 = — a-1 curl Ea, (2.9)

on R+ x fl coupled with the equation

<9f2Pa + 0dtPa + (VPV)(x, Pfl) = 7E„ (2.10)

on R+ x G supplemented by the initial-boundary conditions 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5.

Then

E„ E in L°°((0,T),L2(S2)) weak * (2.11)

and

l|P« ^ P||u-i-~((o,T),L2(A'nG)) 0 for all compact K C it (2.12)
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Here P G C2([0, oo), Q) and E 6 C([0,oo), We,a) obey

E0+£ 1Pq — / £ h(s)ds-£ ^(t) (2.13)E(t) = (l -Qe)

i.e., E(f) 6 We,o, and

I [eE(t) + P(t)]fdx = I [eEo + Po — / j(s)cZs]f<ir for all f € We,o and t G (0. oo).
Jo. J si Jo

(Here the function P(i) is the extension of P(t) on Q defined by zero on the set \ G.)

Furthermore

d?P + /3dtP + (VpV)G*,P) =7E on (0, oo) x G (2.14)

with initial condition

P(0) = P0 and dtP(0) = Pj. (2.15)

The solution to problem 2.13-2.15 is unique.

The initial-boundary value problem 2.9, 2.10, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 is satisfied in the sense

described in [5], [6]; see also the beginning of Sec. 3.

Remark 2.2. By 2.13, one has in particular

rt

curl E = 0 and div [sE(i) + P(i)] = p(t) =f div [eEo + Pq — / j(s)cZs] (2.16)
Jo

on (0, oo) x O. If, in addition, Q is simply connected, then E(t) = —V<p(t) with some

potential function ip(t) G i?1(f2), which solves Poisson's equation

div [eV<p(t) - P(t)] = -p{t).

2.11 implies convergence in time mean, i.e.,

pt j>t

/ Ea(s)ds / E(.s)ri,s in L2(i\) weakly for all t G [0, oo),
Jo Jo

but in general not pointwise with respect to time. In particular EQ(0) = E0 7^ E(0) in

general, where E is as in 2.13 2.15. This follows from the possible rapid oscillations with

respect to time coming from the large factor a-1 in 2.9.

3. Some auxiliary results. In what follows, the assumptions 2.1-2.3 and 2.8 will

be satisfied. Next some auxiliary results concerning problem (1.1)—(1.5) will be given.

First, it follows from the contraction mapping principle as in [6] that Problem (1.1)-

(1.5) has a unique weak solution (E, H,P) with the properties (E, H) G C([0, oo), X)

and P G C2([0, 00), Q). In particular, 1.1 is satisfied in the sense that

(E(t),H(t))=exp(tB)(Eo,Ho) (3.1)

- I exp ((t — s)B) [iZdtP(s) + (£_1j(,9), 0)] ds,
Jo

in particular

^((E(f),H(t)),a)x = -((E(t),H(t)),Ba)x - (^tP(s) + (£-1j(s),0),a)x (3.2)

for all a G D{B)\ see [2], [12].
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111 what follows, let denote for q G [1,2] the space of all h G L2(Q) with

curl h <5 Lq(Q) + L2(Vt) in the sense of distributions, i.e., curl h admits a decomposition

curl h = gi + g2 with

gi G Lq(i1) and g2 G L2(tt).

Next, let be the space of all f G L2(S7), such that div (^f) G Lq(il) + L2(Q).

Proposition 3.1. i) Let q G (6/5,2], Then n W^?)(f2) is compactly embedded

in L2{K) for all compact K C

In particular, n ancl We H Ye are compactly embedded in L2(I\~) for all

compact K c

E \

an operator from L2(VL) to L2(I\) for all compact K C O.

ii) For all \ € H/rl'°°(]R3), the commutator [x, Qe] = X ' Qe — Qe • X is compact as

Proof. Note that We C ^uri(^) anc^ ^ ^.4, Ye C Let K C O be compact

and choose Xo G Co°(^) with Xo{x) = 1 011 K- Suppose that {fn}neN is a bounded

sequence in #curi(^)^^dh!(^)> which means that {fn}neN is bounded in L2(K3), whereas

{curl f7l}„gN and {div [ef„]}ngN are bounded in L9(fi) + L2{Q). Let u„ =f xofn G

L2(M3) (defined as zero outside supp xo)- Then, since q < 2 and supp xo is bounded,

{curl unand {div [eu,,]}neN are bounded in Lq(\R3) and supp un C supp Xo- Now,

it follows from Lemma 3.1 in [7] that (u„)„eN is pre-compact in L2(IR3), whence (f„)neN

is pre-compact in L2(K), since Xo{x) — 1 011 K. This completes the proof of the first

assertion.

To prove ii), suppose e € L2(0). Then f = x ' Qee ~~ Qe{xg) obeys by 2.4 and 2.7,

div (ef) = div {xeQeg) = e (Qeg) Vx € L2(0). (3.3)

Since f = x • (Qe ~ l)e — (Qe — l)(xe)i all(l 1 ~~ Qe is the orthogonal projector on

We,o C Hcar\(fl) by 2.7, one obtains f G /fcuri(fi) and

curl f = ((1 - Qe)&) A G L2(tt).

By 3.3 and part (i), this completes the proof of (ii). □

Assertion (i) is well known for q = 2; see [14] and [15].

Corollary 3.2. For all x £ Co°(^)> the commutator [x,Qe] is a compact operator in

L2(Q).

Proof. Choose xo £ Co°(ty with Xo{x) = 1 on supp x- Note that, since Q and x are

symmetric,

[x,Qe\ = [X0X,<2e] = Xo[x,Qe] + [xo,Qe]x = xoix,Qe] ~ (xtxo,<2b])*,

where (x[Xo,Qe])* denotes the adjoint operator with respect to the weighted scalar

product (-, -)£. By Proposition 3.1 (ii), the operators x[xo> Qe] and xo[Xi Qe] are compact

in L2(iV). Hence (x[X0iQ.e])* is also compact. □

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that {En }nef>j is a bounded sequence in L°°((0,T), L2(f2)), and

{B„}„eN is bounded in L2((0, T), Lq(il) -f L2(il)) with some q G (6/5,2] , such that

E„ ™ E in L°°((0,T),L2(Q)) weak * (3.4)
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with some E G £°°((0, T),L2(f2)) and

curl En = -dtBn (3.5)

in the sense that

f En(t) ■ curl idx = fl-j- I B„(t) ■ fdx for all f G C£°(ft).
Jq dt Jq

Then A n(t) ^=f f* QsEn(s)ds and A (t) ^=f fg QEE(s)ds satisfy

||A„ — Aj|^cx>^0jT),L2(K')) 0 and all compact K C fl.

Proof. Let K C fl be compact. First, it follows from 3.4 that

An ™ A in L°°((0,T),L2{n)) weak * . (3.6)

By 2.7, one has

/ (1 — Q£j)En(s) curl idx = 0
Jq

and therefore ^

/ An(t) curl idx — / / Qe^ti(s) curl idxds
Jq Jo Jq.

= f f En(s) curl idxds = — f f B„(s) • idxds = I [Bn(0) — B„(t)] • idx
Jo Jq Jo dt Jq Jq

for all f G Co°(f2). Hence

curl An(t) = B„(0) - Bn(t) G L"(K3) + L2(R3),

which implies by Proposition 3.1 (i) and the boundedness of {B„}nepj in L°°((0, T),Lq(fl)

+ L2(Q)) that

{A„(i)}„6N is precompact in L2(K) for fixed t G (0,T). (3.7)

Since dtAn(t) = QeEn(t), it follows from the boundedness of {Q£;E„}neN that {An}n€N

is bounded in H/1,oo((0, T), L2(K)). Hence it follows from 3.7 and Arzela's theorem that

this sequence is precompact in C([0, T], L2(K)). Thus, 3.6 yields

||An(t) - A(t) || l2(k) n~-^ 0 uniformly on (0,T).

□

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that {Qn}„gN is a bounded sequence in W1,oo((0,T),L2(fl)) with

Q„ 0 in L°°((0,T),L2(Q)) weak * . (3.8)

Furthermore, let p G Cg°(f2). Then

II [P> <3E]Qn||L~((0,T),L2(n)) 0.

Proof. It follows from the boundedness of the sequence {Qn}neN in T), L2(R3))

and Proposition 3.1 (ii) that

{[j°i Q£;]Qn(i)}nGN is precompact in L2(fl) for fixed t G (0,T). (3.9)

By the boundedness of {Qn}neN in H/1'2((0,T),L2(f2)), the sequence

{[P; Qij]Qn(')}n€N
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is bounded in W1,2((0, T), L2(fi)). Hence it follows from 3.9 and Arzela's theorem that

this sequence is precompact in C([0, T], L'2(Q)). Thus, 3.8 yields

II \Pi ̂ ?i?]Qn(^) ||l2(12) 0 uniformly on (0,T), (3.10)

which completes the proof. □

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that {E„}neN is a bounded sequence in L°°((0, T), L2(f2)), and let

{P7, }neN be a bounded sequence in W2,oo((0, T), L"(G)), such that

En ™ E in L°°((0, T),L2{n)) weak *, (3.11)

P„ "-=3? P in W1,oo((0,T), L2(G)) weak *, (3.12)

Pn(0) "2? P0 and dtPn(0) ™ Pi in L2(G) strongly. (3.13)

Furthermore, assume that

(1 - QB)[En(t) +e-1P,i(^)] ™ F m L1((0, T), L2{K)) strongly (3.14)

for all compact K C 12 with some F £ L1 ((0, T), L2(Q)),

dfpn + pdtPn + (S7PV){x, P„) = 7E„ on M+ x G (3.15)

and

curl E„ = -dtBn, (3.16)

where {Bn}neN is a bounded sequence in L2((0, T), Lq(Q)+L2(d)) with some q € (6/5,2],

Then

||P„ - P||ivi ~((0,T),L2(KnG)) 0 for all compact K C O, (3.17)

d2P + (3dtP + (V/>V)(.r. P) - 7E on R+ x G, (3.18)

P(0) = P0 and ^P(O) = Pi. (3.19)

Proof. Let

F„(t) = (1 - QE)[Vn(t) + e-'Pnit)], and An(t) =f f QEEn(s)ds.
J 0

Then 3.15 yields

9tPn(t) — dtPm(t) +/?[Pn{t) ~ Pj7j(^)] (3.20)

+ [ [(VpV)(i,Pr,(»))-(Vi»V)(i,Pni(«))]ds
Jo

m StPn(0) - 5tPm(0) + /3[P„(0) - Pm(0)] + 7 [ (En(s) ~ Em(s))ds
Jo

= 9fPn(0) — <9tPm(0) + P[Pn(0) — Pm(0)] + 7A,, (t) — 7Am(t)

+71 {F"(s) ~ Fm(s) ~(1 ~ Qs)(e_1p"(s) ~ p™(s)])}ds 011R+ x G-

Now, suppose that K c is compact, choose G Gg°(12) with x = 1 on K, and let

Pn,m(t) =f A'[Pn(t) ~ Pm(*)]-

Then

dtPn,m(t) + fjpn,m{t) + [ x[(VpV)(«,P„(s)) — (VpV)(x, Pm(s))]ds (3.21)
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+7 [ (1 - Qe){£~1 f>n,m(s))ds
Jo

= x[dtP„(0) - dtPm(0)] + x/?[Pn(0) - Pm(0)] + XIA„(f) - X7Am(t)

+7 Jo {XF"^S^ ~ XFm(«) + [X',<5fs](£~1[P;l(s) - Pm(s)])}rfs-

By assumption 2.2, one has

||x[(VFV)(x,Pn(S)) - (VpV)(x, P7n(«))]||L2(G) < A'||p„,m(S)||L2(G). (3.22)

Furthermore,

11-7(1 - Q£)(e_1P7»,m(s))||L2(G) < Ci||e1/2(1 - Q£)(£""1p„,m(s))||L2(n) (3.23)

<Ci||e 1/"P»i,m(s)||L2(0) < C-2 p,,.„,(«) l2,:<•;;)•

By a standard Gronwall-type estimate, it follows from 3.21-3.23 that

||Pn,m||wi.«((0,T),£2(G)) < C3(||9tPn(0) — 9tPm(0) ||L2(G) (3.24)

+ ||Pn(0) - Pm(0) IIl2(G) + lU'A,, - xAm||l,°°((0,T),L2(G))

+ I|XF« ~ XFm||LU(0,T),L2(G)) + I|[XiQe](£ 1[Pn(") ~ Pm(')]) IU1 ((O.T).L2(G)) )•

Next, 3.11, 3.12 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 yield

l|[X,QE](£_1[Pn(-) - P>7l(-)])IU1((0,T),L2(G)) (3-25)

ii a a ii n,m—>00

+ ||xA„ — xAm||i«.((0iT)ji2(G)) —» 0.

By the definition of pn,m, it follows from 3.13, 3.14, 3.24, and 3.25 that the convergence

in 3.12 is locally strong, i.e.,

||Pn ~ P||w1.~((0,T),L2(KnG)) < llx[Pn ~ P] ||lV1.°°((0,T),L2(G)) 0,

whence 3.17 and, thus,

||(VpV)(x,P„(•)) - (Vpl/)(x,P(-))|k~((o,T),L2(A'nG)) ™ 0. (3.26)

Finally, it follows from 3.11 and 3.13 again, 3.15, and 3.26 that E and P obey 3.18 and

3.19. □

4. The quasistationary limit. In this section, Theorem 2.1 is proved. Setting

Ua =f (Ea,H0), 2.9-2.10 reads as

dt\JQ = a~lB\Ja-ndtVa{t) - (e—1j(i), 0) (4.1)

and Ua(0) = Uod= (Eo,Ho).

Recall that UQ € C([0, oo), X) obeys the variation of constant formula

Ua(t) = exp (a_1f.B)Uo (4.2)

- I exp (a_1(£ - s)B) [R.dtPa(s) + (e_1j(s), 0)] ds,
Jo

where exp (tB),t £ R is the unitary group generated by B.

In particular, one obtains the energy balance

^HU„(t)|& = -(mPQ(t) + (£-1jW,0),Ua(t))x (4.3)
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< ||UQ(f)||x + \\TZdtPa(t)\\x + ll(e_1j(0>0)llx

< ||Ua(i)Hx + C1||^PQ(t)||i2(G) + CMt)\\hiQ),

since exp (tB) is unitary in X. The standard energy estimate for 1.2 gives

\\dtPa(t)\\lHG) < C2 I l|Ea(s)||^2(G)ds + C2 < C3 f ||Ua(S)|ftda + C3. (4.4)
Jo Jo

By 4.3, 4.4, and Gronwall's lemma, one obtains

I|Uq||l~((0,T),X) + ||P«||w/1.°°((0,T),L2(G)) < C4 (4.5)

with some constant C4 independent, of n. Thus, there exist P € W1,oo((0, T), L2(G)),

E G L°°((0, T), L2(Q)), and a subsequence, (E(ctm), H(Qm), P(Qmj) with am ' —0, such

that

p(am) m-=5° P in L°°((0,T),L2(G)) weak * (4.6)

and E(am) m-^S° E in L°°((0, T), L2(fl)) weak * . (4.7)

The aim of the following consideration is to show that (E(am) and P(Qm)) satisfy the

conditions of Lemma 3.5. It follows from 4.2 that

(1 - Q)Ua(t) = (1 - Q) (u0 - jf [lldtPa(s) + (e"1j(a), 0)] ds^j (4.8)

= (1 - Q) (u0 + KPu - TZPa(s) - j\e-1i(s),0)ds^ .

This gives

(1 - QE)Ea(t) = (1 -Qe) (e0 + £—1P0 - jf e"1j(s)ds - , (4.9)

whence 3.14 with F[t) (1 — QE) ^Eq + e_1Po — Jq £~1j(s)ds'j. Let g G Wh• Since

(0, g) € D(B), it follows from 4.1 that

I Ea(t)- curl gdx = (UQ(i),S(0, g))x (4.10)
Jn

= -a |^(ua(i), (0, g))x + (HdtPa(t) - (£_1j(t),0), (0,g))x

= -a^(UQ(t),(0,g))x = ~~ J^Ba(t)-gdx

with Bq =f a/iHq. Since Cq°(£1) C Wh and (B„)q6n is bounded in L°°((0,T), L2(Q))

by 4.5, condition 3.16 is also satisfied by 4.10. Now, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that

||P«m ~ Pllw^ao.rj.L^/fnG)) m~^ 0 for all compact K C (4.11)

and that E and P satisfy 2.14 and 2.15. Next, 4.7 and 4.10 yield

nE(s) ■ curl gdxds = lim / / EQ (s) • curl gdxds
> m^ooj0 JQ

= lim am(U0 — Uam(t), (0, g))x = 0 for all g € Wh,
m—>00

which implies that

E(f) € WE,0 for all t € (0, T). (4.12)
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Furthermore, it follows from 4.6, 4.7, and 4.9 that

f (l-QE)(-E(t) + £-1P(t))dt= lim [ (l-QE)(Earn{t) + £-1Pam(t))dt
Jo V / m—>00 J0 V '

= J (1 - Qe) ̂ Eo + £_1Po - J £_1j(s)dsSj dt.

By 4.12 this yields 2.13. The uniqueness of the solution to problem 2.13-2.15 follows

easily from the estimates

||(VPV)(x, p) - (VPV)(«, q)|[£2(G) < K\\p - qllz^G) (4-13)

by assumption 2.2, and

JItC1 ~ <3b)(^1p)IIl2(G) < Ci||£:1/2(1 - Qe){£~1p)\\l^(Q) (4.14)

< C\||£_1/2p||L2(n) < C2||p|U»(G) for a11 P G L2(G).

In particular E and P defined in 4.7 are the only possible accumulation points for a —> 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Next, a rate for the convergence in Theorem 2.1 will be given for the case where fl is

an exterior domain. Here a Poincare type inequality for divergence free vector fields is

used which has been proved in [6], Lemma 4.3.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that f2 C I3 be a domain with bounded complement, such that

\ fl is a Lipschitz-domain and G C O an open subset. Suppose that Br ft (for all

R > 0 with R3 \ Q C Br) and the decomposition dfl = Tj U P2 of the boundary satisfy

the assumptions in [6]. Furthermore, assume that e{x) = 1 on all of

Then there exists a constant £ (0, oo), such that

l|A||L2(nnB(Ro)) + ||A||L6(R3\B(JJo)) < A"3||curl A||L2(fi)

for all A € We n Ye (with Ye as in 2.4).

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.1 are satisfied

and assume that the coefficient 7 occurring in 1.2 satisfies

7 e Lr(G) for some r e [3,00). (4-15)

Let (Ea, Ha, PQ) be as in Theorem 2.1 and T > 0.

Then
rl

QEEa(s)ds (4-16)sup
te[o,r]

+

and

r4

QE'Ea{s)ds

L6(R3\B(Ro)

11(1 - <9e)[Eq(0 - E(-)]||ivi,oo((oiT)iL2(0)) (4-17)

+ I|P« ~ P||wrl'oo((0,T),L2(G)) < K\C?lr

for all a € [0,1] with some constant A'i > 0 independent of a, t. Here P € C2([0, 00), Q)

and E G C([0, oo},: WE,o) obey 2.13-2.15.
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Proof. As in Lemma 3.5, let

Aa(t) = [ QEVa(s)ds e Ye.
Jo

Then it follows from 4.10 that, for all g G W#,

/ Aa(t) ■ curl gdx = —a I ^(Ua(s),(0.g))A-rfs
■hi Jo <<*

= -a(Ua(t) - U,,(!)), (0,g))x = ~Q / MH«(«) - H(t(0)] • gdx,
Jn

which implies that AQ G WE with

|| curl A„(f)||L2(n) < a||//|HQ(f) - HQ(0)]||L2(n) < Cxa (4.18)

for all t £ (0, T). Now, Lemma 4.1 and 4.18 give

HAo(OIU2(f2nB,Ho)) + ||AQ(i)||L6(K3\B(Ro)) < K-iCia, (4-19)

whence 4.16. Let

mm
with r as in assumption 4.15. Then it follows from 4.5 and 4.19 that

HAa(0l|L2(S2nB(nu)) + IIA«(OIUp(R3\B(r0)) (4.20)

< HAaM||L2(f!nB(i?o)) + l|Aa(^)||i2(R3\B(Ho))||AQ(t)||L8(.R3^B(^^

< K,\C\0?lr.

Next, it follows from 4.20, assumption 4.15, and Holder's inequality that

lhAQ(i)||L2(G) (4.21)

< ll7llz,~(G)l|Aa(£)||x,2(GnB(Bo)) + ||7lU'-(G) II Aa(t)||ij.(G\B(Bo))

< KsCia3^r for all a > 0,i € [0,T],

As in 3.20, one obtains

dtPa(t) - dtPff(t) + 0\Pa(t) - Pxj(«)] (4.22)

+ [\(VPV)(x,Pa(s)) - (VPV)(x,P0(s))]ds
Jo

= 1Aa{t)-1A0(t)-1 [ (1 - QE)(e-l[Pa(s) - Pd(s)])ds on M+ x G.
Jo

By assumption 2.2, one has

||(VpV)(x, Pq(s)) I (VpV)(x, P^(s))||x,2(G) < /sT||PQ(s) - P/3(s)||£,2(G). (4.23)

Furthermore,

||7(1 - Qe)(s-] [P«(f) - lk1/2(l - QE)(e-llV*(t) - P/9(<)])IU»(n)

(4.24)

< C3||Pa(0 " P/MH^il) = C3||Pa(t) ~ P ${t) || L2{G).
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As in 3.24, it follows from 4.21-4.24 that

l|PQ — P/3||vF1.~((0,T),L2(G)) < C4||7Aq - 7-A-/3||l~((0,T),L2(G))- (4-25)

Finally, the assertion 4.17 follows from 4.21 and 4.25. □

Remark 4.3. Condition 4.15 is satisfied if the subset G, on which the polarization P

is located, is bounded.

5. Asymptotic behavior. In this section, the asymptotic behavior of the solution

(E,P) to problem 2.13-2.15 is studied. The main result of this section is:

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and assume that

the potential V satisfies the attraction condition

0 <V(x,y)< Ky(\7pV)(x,y) for all x £ G,y 6 R3 (5.1)

with some constant K > 0.

Furthermore, suppose that the initial data (E0,Po) for (EQ,Pa) satisfy

(1 — Qe)[E0 + e_1P0 — / e~1j(s)d3] = 0. (5.2)
Jo

Then the solution (E, P) to problem 2.13-2.15 satisfies

If, in addition, j (t) = 0 for all t > T\ with some T\ > 0, then there exists some constant

K > 0 such that

l|E(£)||i,2(n) + ||<9tP(t)||| + f -y-W&P{t))dx < Kt~\
JG

Assumption 5.1 allows that |(VpV)(x,y)\ tends to zero for \y\ —> oo as in [8]. The

linear case (VpV)(x,y) = ay with some a > 0 is included also.

Condition 5.2 includes
poo

div [eE0 + P0 - / j(s)ds] = 0.
J o

Physically this means that the space charge determined by the initial-state (Eo, Po) and

the prescribed current j vanishes as t —> oo. In analogy to Lemma 2 in [6], one obtains

Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Then the solution

to problem 2.13-2.15 has the properties

i) E G L°°({0, oo), WE,o) and dtP e L°°((0, oo), G) n L2((0, oo), a).

ii) The energy

S(t)d^\\E(t)\\2£ + \\dtP(t)\\l + 2 f 7"1y(x,P)dx (5.3)
JG

obeys

~£(t) < A'2||j(i)||L2(n) - 2\\p1/2dtP(t)\\l (5-4)

with some constant K2 > 0 independent of t.
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Proof. By 2.14 one has

Jt (l/2\\dtP(t)\\l + J^-Wix^dx) (5.5)

= - [ i-'m
Jg

jtP\2dx + / ~Edt~Pdx

whereas 2.13 yields

lft\\m\\e = (E(0, (1 - QE)dt[Vo + e-1P0 ~ J* e~^{s)ds - (5.6)

= - / EdtPdx - [ Ejdx.
Jg Jn

By 5.5 and 5.6 one obtains the energy estimate

= - J -y^fldtPfdx- J Eidx (5.7)

< C1£'(i)1/2||j(t)||L2(Q) - \\f3ll2dtP(t)\\2g.

Since IIi(-)II/arsr* G L1(0, oo), the first assertion (i) follows from this inequality. Finally,

5.3, 5.7, (i), and ||j(-)IU»(n) 6 ^(0, oo) yield (ii). " □

LEMMA 5.3. Under assumption 5.2 and the conditions of Theorem 2.1, it follows that

K.i

def

t 1 + t 1 f R(s)d.t-1 J ^||E(s)||2 + £ 7-!p(s) • (\7PV)(x, P(s))<tej ds <

with some constant K3 > 0 independent of t. Here R(t) Jf°° ||j(s) ||.L2(n)ds

Proof. It follows from 2.13, Condition 5.2, and Lemma 5.2 that

||E(0H2 = <E(t), (1 - Qe)[E0 + e_1P0 - [ e~lj(s)ds - e^P^)]),
Jo

/oo
£~1j(s)ds.

Thus,

P dx.

Now,

l|E(t)||f < - I E(t)P(t)dt + C1||r(i)||x,2(Q)
Jg

— Ci||r(i)||i2(ri) — [ 7"1 [d2P(t) + (3dtP(t) + (VyV)(x,P(t))]
Jg

t-1 J* (j|E(S)||2 + £7-'p(5) ■ (VFy)(x,P(S))^ ds (5.8)

< Cit~l I \\r(s)\\L2(u)ds + C2/t-l/2r1 [ -)~lp\P(t)\2dx
Jo Jg

—t~l f "/~1dtP{t)P(t)dx + t^1 f f 7"1\dtP{s)\2dxds
Jg Jo Jg

< Cit~l [' ||r(S)|U2(n)dS + C3/t + Car1!\dtP(t)\\l + r1||(9tP|||2((0iOo)ig)
J 0
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< Cit 1 I ||r(s)||L2(n)ds + C4/t
Jo

by Lemma 5.2 i) again. In the previous estimates Cj are constants independent of t,

which completes the proof. □

Completion of the PROOF of Theorem 5.1: First, it follows from assumption

5.1 and Lemma 5.3 that

t'1 J (j|E(s)||2 + J 7-1V(a;,P(s))da^ds<C,i t^+t'1 R{s)d. (5.9)

Furthermore, t 1 fQ ||dtP(s)|||ds < t 1||£?(P|||2((0 ^ g) < C2t 1 by Lemma 5.2 i) and

therefore ^ ^

t"1 f £(s)ds < C'{ tr1+t~l f R(s)ds (5.10)
Jo L Jo

by 5.3 and 5.9. Furthermore, one has by 5.4

£{t) < S(s) + K2 I ||j(r)||L2(n)dr < S(s) + K2R(s),
J S

for 0 < s < t and, thus,

[ (£(s) + K2R(s))ds. (5.11)
Jo

Now, 5.10 and 5.11 yield

S(t) < C4 1 fJo
t +t / R(s)ds

t—*00

0. (5.12)

This completes the proof of the decay of ||E(i)||e for t —> oo.

Now, suppose that j(t) = 0 for all t > T\ with some T\ > 0. Then r(s) = 0 for all

s > T\. Hence it follows from 5.12 that for all t > T\,

S(t) < C4

which completes the proof.

fTl

t 1 + t 1 / R(s)ds
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